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PREFACE
Present trends indicate that the microwave frequency range will
be used extensively for communication systems. Few such systems except
those of the radio relay type are employed today, but as crowding con-
tinues in the UHF region, and the desire for greater security increases,
it is believed that much of the traffic destined for nearby locations
will be shifted to "point to point" systems in the microwave range. Fur-
ther, it is believed that the frequency modulation technique allows uti-
lization of most of the advantages found in this range without introducing
undue complexity to the system
„
The one operation for a communication system at microwave frequencies
that is different from those encountered either in low frequency communi-
cation systems or in radar systems is the frequency modulated signal gen-
eration. Because of this difference, consideration of such signal gener-
ation is of interest. Therefore this paper presents descriptions and
analyses of the more promising devices and methods for producing frecuency
modulated signals at microwave frequencies. By comparing the results shown
herein, the device or method most suitable for a given system may be selec-
ted. Where applicable, specific information may be substituted into the
equations given for frequency, modulation sensitivity, and distortion to
obtain an estimate of these factors for a particular situation. One ex-
ception to the above statement must be made. The reactance tube method
is not considered a practical or promising system at the present stage of
development. Its inclusion is for comparison purposes with the other sys-
tems in order to form a bridge between the frequency modulation methods*
ii

employed at low frequencies and those encountered at microwaves. For
example, by such comparison, it may be seen that the microwave devices
tend to introduce only a small percentage of the distortion that is in-
herent in the reactance tube modulator.
Appreciation is expressed to Dr. William Beaver and other officers
and employees of Varian Associates for the help and information given
for the klystron and backward wave oscillator chapters, and for the op-
portunity to make the experimental measurements on the VA-1S0 and VA-181
backward wave oscillator tubes. Appreciation is further expressed to
Professor Gene Cooper and Professor Carl Menneken for their aid and con-
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The use of higher and higher frecuencies for communication purposes
has been a continuing process throufhout the history of radio. Nov, with
the advent of microwave relay and other special short hop systems, it has
arrived in the kilomegacycle region which heretofore was employed almost
exclusively for radar, radar beacon, and experimental work. Just where
the upper-frequency limit for practical communication systems lies is a
question which has been the basis for considerable debate. Because of
the adverse effect of certain types of weather at higher frequencies,
the limit for systems of high reliability has sometimes been set at a-
bout 5 kilomegacycles. Other systems have been used in the 10 kilomega-
cycle range where the reliability requirements are not as great. From a
military point of view security of transmission is of considerable impor-
tance. Here the failure of the higher frequencies to carry for long dis-
tances together with the very narrow antenna beamwidths that can be ob-
tained with relatively small antennas can be extremely desireable. These
characteristics may have particular importance for those many occasions
where links a few feet to a few hundred feet long are needed, such as
between lower echelon infantry units. Therefore it seems highly proba-
ble that there will be requirements in the communication field for any
of the higher frequencies which can be generated coherently by simple
and reliable devices.
In the microwave range, which we shall tacitly assume to include
all signals above about one kilomegacycle (and presently extending,

upward to more than 30 kilomegacycles), frecuency modulation appears to
be one of the most satisfactory methods for impressing the intelligence
on the carrier. This method allows the employment of greater bandvidths
than are obtained with simple amplitude modulation, thus permitting the
accompanying improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. It does not,
however, incur the additional complexity which pulse modulation systems
introduce. Frequency modulation is the type of modulation used most ex-
tensively in present day eouipments.
This paper investigates some of the devices and methods for produc-
ing frequency modulated signals in the microwave region. Because of the
large number of devices proposed or in existence, and especially because
of the extensive number of differences in similar such devices, no at-
tempt is made to survey the entire field. However, individual types of
the devices which are presently most popular, or which appear to be par-
ticularly adapted for frequency modulation with considerable ease, but
which have not yet been developed, are considered. One exception to this
is the analysis of the reactance tube method which, at present, does not
appear to be used or to have great possibilities. This analysis was in-
cluded for comparison purposes only.
Specifically, the devices or methods herein considered are the fre-
quency modulated magnetron, the klystron, the backward wave oscillator,
and the reactance tube modulator. The frequency dependence upon the
particular variable used for frecuency modulation is shown in all cases,
and the modulation sensitivity and second harmonic distortion are shown
for the last two items listed. In addition, an attempt is made to explain
the mechanics of operation sufficiently to provide an approximate modelo

Where Information was available in the literature or could be obtained
on tubes physically available, experimental information is presented for
comparison with the theoretical results. Finally, the capabilities of
experimental models, or actual commercial models in the case of the kly-
stron, are presented to show what has been done with the particular de-
vice or method being considered. In the case of the backward wave oscil-
lator, some further information on its basic construction and operation
is given because of its relative newness and because of the accompanying
general lack of information on the tube at present.
In this paper, the rest of the communication system is not considered.
The expressions given for second harmonic distortion are for the modulation
system or method only and assume a perfect discriminator.

CHAPTER II
THE FREQUENCY MODULATED *:AGNETHON
Before going into a consideration of some of the cw magnetrons
capable of being frecuency modulated, an explanation of the general
principle utilized to effect this modulation is in order. Effectively,
this principle results in the change in admittance of a cavity; such
change occurring when an electron beam is passed through the slots of
a cavity parallel to a static magnetic field, and at right angles to
a var/ing electric field, such as the field at the output frequency
that exists across the slots of the cavities of a magnetron. Note
that the relationship between the static magnetic field and the time
varying electric field in a conventional magnetron satisfies the re-
quirement so that it is only necessary to introduce the electron beam
into the cavities parallel to the magnetic field. In that the amount
of susceptance change in a cavity under the above conditions is approx-
imately proportional to the beam current, this susceptance may be made
to follow a modulating signal by density modulating the beam with this
signal. Herein lies the ability to obtain frequency modulation of a
magnetron in that the effective admittance of the cavity plays an im-
portant part in deternining the output freouency.
To investigate this effect, let us consider the arrangement shown
in Fig. 1, in which we have two parallel plates separated by a distance
d in the x direction, of length 1 in the z direction, and infinite in








a magnitude H. Then following generally the approach of Smith and
12Shulman, and neglecting fringing field effects, the electron bal-
listic equations are
Ft - /m'i = O
also at t-toj y. - 2 z y £vr c <L z o and £ *^
Then-^r^-^ which when substituted into the Fx equation gives
Now let MS. r U^ , which will be recognized as the cyclotron frecuency.
The general solution to the complete ecuation above will then be
in which the integration constants C and Q must be determined from
the initial conditions and are found to be
c , _ -- c
and
which upon substitution in the above solution and the differentiating
gives
• c Ceo fa) MM'01'"*"**"* * , .v«K-4^-tJ
* '* '- mC*y-wt) l T^i * Jii t°j
For our range of interestaur u) , therefore the first term will be
quite small compared too), and further it is nearly twice the frequency
of operation. Therefore it will be neglected, giving
A)**
n -m(u> x -u>i) i 2-tUc

or upon further taking Q)+a> — ^.
The incremental current in the plates due to the incremental charge, do,
moving in the x direction is, 3 neglecting the time varying term for the
present,
d<
where t~ - to i--^~
To get the total current, this expression is integrated from to L as
e B It
or
T - ±l£? ^e
B.'TT) (to
.
which if T - ^ and £ = £*;c -&») T
becomes
Now if
I4t -£,«£ and ^^ y^







This equation, then, represents the admittance of the beam referred to
the parallel plates.
A plot of the factors within the parentheses as a function of is
shown in Fig. 2. From these curves it is readily ssen that the electronic
admittance has both real and imaginary comoonents for any discrete length
of plates un to © ecual to 2 TT for which length the real part becomes
zero. It nay further be seen that the imaginary part of this admittance,
which is the effective part in changing the frequency of the magnetron,
is reduced to only one-half its raximum value. The maximum value occurs
for a value of © ecual to TT . This larger imaginary value would be de-
sirable for producing a frequency change, hov/ever the real component of
the electronic admittance is still U0% of its maximum value for this
length of plates, and the accompanying amplitude modulation caused by
this electronic conductance is generally undesirable so that the length
corresponding to 9 ecual to 2 77~is of greater interest, and is the de-
sign figure in practice.
.'.t this time, after considering the first order mathematical deter-
mination of the character of the electronic admittance due to the beam,
it is of interest to consider the mechanics of the interaction between
the fields and the bear:: which creates this admittance, kn electron
entering the fielis between the plates at Ma" in Fig. 3 at first has
only velocity in the z direction. However, as it comes under the in-
fluence of the time varying electric field, it is accelerated toward
v.-hichever of the plates is positive at the time. For our consideration,
say that the upper plate of Fig. 3 is positive. The electron then moves
toward this positive plate. \s it gains an x component of velocity, it
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interacts with the magnetic field which gives it a v component of
velocity. In fact, the electron will tend to describe a circular path
in the x-y plane at a frequency determined solely by the intensity of
the magnetic field, namely Wc-^- . Now if Afcis less than the frequency,
a> , of the time varying field between the plates, the electron will lag
farther and farther behind the field. Until the electron is 90 degrees
behind the field in phase, it will receive energy from the field, and
its path will be that of a helix of increasing radius. As the electron
lags behind the field by more than 90 degrees but by less than 130 degrees,
it will be working into a retarding field, returning energy to the field,
and, conseouently, describing s helix of decreasing radius. VTien the
length of the plates, and other conditions, are such that 9 is equal to
2 JT , the electron wilJ have returned all of the energy that was taken
from the field. The path of an electron under these conditions is de-
picted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 except that the number of revolutions in the
spiral would in general be many times that shown in Fig. 4.
Now consider the induced current in the plates due to the motion of
electrons at several equally spaced points along the length of the Dlates.
This induced current will be in phase with the voltage across the plates
at "a" in Fig. 3 but of a relatively small amplitude. The current will
lag behind the voltage by equal angles, 0, for each successive position
down the plates. The current will also increase in magnitude as the helix
radius increases until, at point "f" in Fig. 3 where 9 is ecual to 7T
,
the magnitude of the current will be maximum and the phase will be 90
degrees behind the field. The phase will continue to lag and the am-
plitude of the current will decrease until at I, where 9 is ecual to 2 77T
11

the current is 180 degrees out of phase with the
-^ltage, and of zero
amplitude. Fig. 5 represents these currents arid shows that all will
have a component 90 degrees out of phase >lth the voltage which will
be additive, whereas the in-phase components will sum to zero. The
total current due to the summation of all such electron currents over
the length of the plates will be 90 degrees out of phase with the vol-
tage, thus acting as a pure reactance in parallel with the plates. This
is true, of course, only for conditions such that © is erual to 2 TT
,
or
integer multiples thereof. The higher values of 9 are of less interest,
however, because the magnitude of the effect becomes less as shown in
Fig. 2. This same approach is applicable also for --^greater than co
except that in this case, the currents due to the electron motion will
lead the voltage across the plates. For conditions such that 9 is not
eoual to an integer times 2 TT
,
the in-phase component of the currents
will not sum to zero, and the admittance will be complex.
Now that an electronic admittance for the modulating electron beam
has been calculated, and a model of the action producing this admittance
has been considered, it is of interest next to determine the effect of
this admittance in changing the basic frequency of the magnetron. "• ven
though circuit elements are distributed rather than lumped insofar as a
magnetron cavity is concerned, for our purposes ve may consider an equiv-
alent inductance and capacitance based upon equivalence of stored energy
in the magnetic and electric fields of the cavity, and the equivalent
circuit elements with the same peak voltage across the equivalent capac-
itance as exists at the gap of the cavity, and the same current in the
ecuivalent inductance that flows to and from the gap. These eouivalent
12

circuit elements will be C and LQ . Further they will include any ef-
fects due to loads coupled into the cavity, and any effects due to the
Imaginary component of the electronic admittance due to the power gen-
erating portion of the magnetron.
Now for the operating magnetron, it will be true that
8e + Be = o
where
is the electronic susceptance due to the modulating beam as previously
shown, and .
Sc " toe* a)lo
"
~rf
is the circuit susceptance and cX> "
.r^^ is the frequency of the
magnetron with the modulating beam absent.
Now let the operating frecuency CO - CV +• & U>
where Aci3<<^<?.
B* f^' w* "Trr- + ~<?• ^ ^M i- = o
which because ~ co* - 3f / becomes
or
Again we will be mostly concerned with the case where Ge becomes
0, or where G = £7T .
Then
Thus to a first approximation, the change in frecuency is proportional
13

to the beam current, I . IQ will vary with the voltage applied to the
grid of the modulating beam gun in a manner akin to that in which the





Having covered the first order ana Lysis of frequency modulation by
means of an auxiliary electron beam, it is now of interest to consider
some of the practical applications of this principle as employed in FM
magnetrons reported in the literature. Although the configuration of
magnetron cavities departs from the ideal assumptions of infinitely
wide parallel plates and no fringing fields used in the foregoing anal-
ysis, the results obtained therefrom will give approximate results for
the conditions found in magnetrons, expecially in multivane magnetrons.
The basic arrangement employed in these magnetrons is shown in Figs. 6
and 7. The range of control obtainable may be increased by increasing
the number of modulation beams used, the maximum number of such beams being
ecual to the number of cavities.
One of the first such magnetrons reported upon in the literature
is a CV magnetron in the U kmc, region built for use in experimental
q
work on FK radar.' The magnetron developed about 25 watts C with an
anode potential of about 350 volts and an efficiency of about 50f.'. Lo-
using the modulation beam, a frequency deviation of about 2.5 mcs was









3nd Viw »f Typical Magn«tr«n with Modulating ?**zi

of about U mcs was obtained by allowing moderate amplitude modulation.
This tube v/as a twelve cavity vane type magnetron with modulating beams
in two cavities. It is interesting to note that the modulating guns in
this case (the tube was a laboratory device, not a production item) were
madp followinp standard receiver tube techniques and employing modified
6AK5 pentode receivinp tubes. This tube also employed a mechanical slug
tuner to give it a center freruency of from about 4.1 kmcs to about 4.25
kmcs. Figs. 3 and 9 show the static experimental results reported for
this type of tube. The beam current is controlled by varying the grid
voltage. The relatively high degree of linearity of frequency change
vs beam current is of special interest in these curves. The current
maximum of about 22 ma shown on the curves is the beam current at which
interception of the modulating beam by the cavity plates commences to
occur due to the increased size of the beam and the increased space
charge effect.
One of the later tubes reported on is described in the June 1952
RCA Review.-* This tube also is a tunable tube, operating over a range
of from 6575 mcs. to 6875 mcs. Frequency deviations up to 16 megacycles
are obtainable at rates up to 5 mcs. with relatively low amplitude modu-
lation. Power output is reported at about 10 watts with the efficiency
running between 30 and 40 percent. The freouency generating portion
of the tube is a 24 vane, double strapped, system operating normally
with an anode potential of 550 volts. Unlike the previous tube, the
modulating beams are not located within the magnetron cavities, but
rather are built into the tuning cavity. The operation, however,







































cavity admittance due to the beam being coupled into the main resonators
through an iris to change the operating frequency. This change was un-
doubtedly dictated by the small size of the main resonators at this higher
frequency,,
Two guns are used in the modulation system of this tube. Fig. 10
shows the freouency deviation obtainable with each of the guns as a func-
tion of its control grid voltage. Either or both of the guns may be used.
However, if both guns are used, they are run at half the current at which
they would be run alone in order to give the same total current.
Because the tube can be designed for /©/ equal to 2 TT for only one
freouency when a permanent magnet is used for the field, the FM modula-
tion sensitivity and the amount of amplitude modulation will vary across
the tuning range of the tube. Fig. 11 demonstrates this change. The FM
will be noted to vary by about 25* across the tuning range while the amp-
litude modulation will become as high as 8 percent in the same range.
Although other magnetrons employing this principle of a "spiral
beam" for obtaining freouency modulation have been constructed and re-
2
ported on , it is believed that the previous examples demonstrate the
results that can be obtained as well as the general ranges of control
and currents or voltages necessary to obtain this control; therefore
other such tubes will not be discussed here.
The spiral beam frequency modulated magnetron would appear to ex-
hibit the following characteristics: it is capable of relatively high
powers and efficiencies up to about 50$; freouency stability is rather
good, and is not greatly effected by small supply voltage changes; and

























cumberson. Frequency modulation can be cuite linear, but deviation does
not tend to be high because it is limited by the combined limitations of
the maximum beam current that can exist in the cr.vity space before space
charge causes appreciable spreading of the beam, and the maximum beam




THE FnE U :rNCY . I HON OF KLYSTRONS
The most satisfactory tube available for microwave communication
work at the present time is the klystron. This type of tube, which
has been used extensively in the past as a low power source for radar
local oscillators, radar beacons, etc., has been extended by recent
developments into the high power region. For example, one manufacturer,
Varian Associates of Palo Alto and San Carlos, California, has klystrons
in production "ranring in frequency from ABO mcs to 17.5 kmcs, and cap-
able of CW power outputs of up to 15 kw at the lower freouencies and up
to about 10 watts at X hand. The frequency ranges and power capabilities
of some of these tubes are shown in the chart of Fig. 12. Also develop-
ment of klystrons operating at S b^.nd with peak pulsed power outputs as
high as 30 megawatts has been reported.
Admittedly the higher powered klystrons are of the multicavity amp-
lifier type; however, reflex oscillators with power outputs of a watt or
more are also available. Further, the lower powered oscilLators nay be
used as sources to drive the amplifiers provided that any freouency de-
viation of the oscillator is kept within the band pass of the amplifier.
The reflex oscillator of trie klystron group readily lends itself to
frequency modulation, and is, therefore, of greatest interest here in
this discussion. This tube is quite sensitive to variations in supply
voltages, both resonator-cathode potential and repeller-cathode poten-
tial. It is this sensitivity, which has reruired the use of well regu-
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oscillator use that allows the tube to be frequency modulated so readily.
The cavity of a reflex klystron draws a considerable current and would,
therefore, require a relatively large modulating power if the modulating
voltage were applied in this circuit. The repeller, on the other hand,
draws no current in normal use (in fact destruction of the tube may occur
if the repeller potential is allowed to become too low), and therefore
reouires negligible power from the modulating source. The reflex kly-
stron, conseouently, is usually modulated by impressing the modulating
signal on the repeller, and it is this method that will be considered
here.
In this analysis, the "small signal" or first order theory of reflex
klystron operation will be used to derive modulation expressions, but will
not be developed here. Reference to Ch 17 of "Vacuum Tubes" by K. R Spang-
13
enberg may be made for this first order theory.
Before developing the equations for the modulation of reflex klystrons,
let us consider the mechanics involved in such modulation. Suppose that
the tube is operating, on the center of a mode (72 eoual to 2/T£>?+%j )„
Here the electron bunch returns through the cavity grids so as to average
about the peak retarding field between the grids so that the fundamental
component of current in the bunch is 130 degrees out of phase with the
voltage between the grids. Thus the beam admittance is a negative con-
ductance only, as shown at point "a" of the electron admittance spiral
shown in Fig. 13. Now suppose that the repeller potential is made less
negative so that the electrons spend a longer time in the drift space,
and
"Jl is increased. Now the bunch will return through the grid space





bunch ill lag behind the voltage between the frids by more than 130
aegrees. The electronic admittance will then be
so that the conductance term will (for small %/ ) still be negative, but
a positive suscertance term is also present as shown at point "b" in
Fif. 13. Because the conditions of oscillation in a reflex klystron
require that the electronic admittance bo e-ual to the circuit admittance,
the power will be reduced and the frequency will decrease to re-establish
the necessary eouilibrium. Making the repeller potential more negative
will, by the same approach, cause the beam current to lag the voltage
between the grids by less than 180 degrees. The admittance will then
contain a negative imaginary term as shown at point "c" in Fif. 13
Tnis then cau es the power to be reduced as before but increases the
frequency penerated by the tube. The use of the electronic admittance
spiral in this case is not strictly correct because of the change in the
pitch of the spiral under different condition? due to the non-linearity
of the tube characteristics. It does, however, serve to show the trend
which caused the power and frequency to change as the repeller potential
is changed by a small amount,,
7
Now the conditions for oscillations in a reflex klystron are
where
13
is the first order beam admittance J referred to the cavity grids and
is the loaded cavity admittance* not including beam loading, also
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referred to the cavity grids. Followinp the general procedure of
6 7Jepsen°> ' by equating the real and imaginary parts of Y and Y„ gives




<s4 A* Tt L^^-zr~ we obtain
This expression, being transcendental in f, is not easy to use. The
modulation sensitivity, Sr $7T > is easier to use, and is employed exten-






and finally r ^
Represent the cavity by the approximate enuivalent circuit of Figo 1A
with £u *" r "^ and (f -
—
>
but for <*>*»., *> +*^ zZ
SO v,
where <f = — "^6
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The point of greatest interest is at the node center. Operation
is generally about this point and deviation from mode center is not
generally large. At mode center f=fQ and fi^nf* *£)so that cacj^=.l.
Further, Q is generally a few hundred, say 200, and n may be about k
so that % is about 30. Thus i^t^^^r^ - * ° ?^~ • If this term
is neglected compared to 1, the nodulation sensitivity may be approxi-
mated by .
And at mode center, at which point published modulation sensitivities
are often measured, -a. / r—
The second derivative of f with respect to V„ is also of interest
in finding the distortion produced in the process of modulating. This
This function, because JpV *'%?' ' ~ I > ^oes to zero at f ~ fo #
Higher order derivatives are required to investigate third harmonic
and higher ordered distortion. However, except near f where the second
harmonic distortion becomes exceedingly small, the higher order distor-
tion is relatively negligible.
To determine the distortion, express the reflector voltage as a
D.C. voltage, Vft, plus a sinusoidally varying voltage, v - vffi sin^mt.




Thus substituting for fT% J'»««£ind using previously obtained expressions
for the first and second derivatives
but */"»**>„*
- i-




^nC / " ft cc,£ ^7
Using the conventional means of frequency modulating a klystron
by applying the modulating signal to the repeller also inherently in-
curs a certain amount of amplitude modulation. Following the approach
/ 7
of Jepsen * further, the first order theory of power output vs repel-
ler voltage will be developed.
2
Now the power output of a klystron will be P r
~Cl v i v^rnere &r
is the load conductance referred to the klystron grids and V is the
peak voltage across the grids.






and here letting G
c
-GLf-GR , and solving for Vx by an approximate method
because of the transcendental nature of the equation.
Rearranging
^^ - (*^ _
Also ,2^5feay be expressed by the series expansion
it ~ * f- ft
""
If the first two terms are used as a first order approximation
or
^2-4.C\-f)




where (see Fig. 15) g lies between \ for k small and for ka3.8Z».
Vhen gc J, the power out is and the klystron is just at the edge
of a mode. Substituting for g,
For comparison, power output, frequency, modulation sensitivity,
and second harmonic distortion are plotted as functions of the repeller
voltage in Fig. 16. This plot shows that for a frequency deviation of
say .0003 f (2.25 mcs deviation at 7.425 kmcs) in the case shown, the
modulation sensitivity is nearly constant at about .54 mcs/volt, the
second harmonic distortion is below 0.3%, and the change in amplitude
is less than 0.06%. This condition represents a reasonable deviation



















f«r E«fl« Kl^atrtu X-26, f 1".644a

Simple Theory Parameters used for Fig. 16
Tube used was Varian Associates Reflex Klystron X-26 No. 1644E
V - 750 volts
Iq - .043 amps (current getting through r-f g^p for the second time),
K - 2J x 10 amps volts"-*/ 2 (perveance)
q
f •= 7.425 x 10 cycles per second
n = 3 (mode number)
2
A = .35 (modulation)
Cv s 150 (hot loaded C; determined from experimental value of modulation
sensitivity at mode center.)
M = .06 mhos (characteristic admittance of resonator :y£ )
Gp = 1.5 x 10 mhos (includes cavity losses and beam loading, both
primary and secondary.)
Gt =" 2.5 x 10~4 mhos (load conductance)
tftfo&VZ-^V*
-2S1 3^,94- (chosen to bring calculated








Fig. 16, the deviation may be increased considerably provided that the
increases in AM and distortion are tolerable.
Havinp considered a simplified model of the way in which a reflex
klystron is frequency modulated, having followed this by an analysis
showing the frequency, modulation sensitivity, and second harmonic dis-
tortion dependence upon repeller voltage, as well as a first order ap-
proximation to the way in which power output also varies when the repel-
ler potential is varied, it is next of interest to consider the capabil-
ities of some of the tubes presently available that may be employed in a
frequency modulated microwave system. This has, in fact, been done
already to a limited extent in that some experimental data is presented
along, with the theoretical curves in Fig. 16. Additional information
here presented is based upon the dhta sheets published by the manufacturer.
The experimental data displayed in Fig. 16 was for a Varian Associates
X-26B klystron. This klystron is one of a series of six such klystrons
designated X-26A through X-26F, and covering, by means of this series,
the frequency range from 5925 megacycles to 7735 megacycles except for
a small band from 6425 to 6575 megacycles. The X-26A is the tube of the
series with the highest frequency range. This series of tubes was de-




Resonator Voltage 750 v
Resonator Current 75 ma
Reflector Voltage -300 v (with respect to
cathode)
Power Output 1 w
Zlectronic tuning range 35 mcs
Temperature Coefficient Less than 25 Kc/degree C,
Modulation Sensitivity 350 kc/v
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Load VSWR Less than 1.2
Harmonic Distortion with lmc
deviation for ?.5 v reflector
voltage range Below -60 db
for 25 v
reflector voltage range Below -40 db
From these figures, it is seen that the input power to the resonator is
about 50 watts and that the efficiency is onlyabout 2'* . Because of the
relatively high power lost to the cavity, plus the heating due to fila-
ment current, an air flow of about 30 cubic feet per minute is reouired
for cooling in normal operation. The X-26 series of tubes bolt directly
to a waveguide flange. Tuning is accomplished by means of a screw slot-
ted for screwdriver adjustment.
In X band, one of the tubes now available is the V-irian Associates
V-290. Although this tube is primarily meant for radar local oscillator
and similar use, it may ouite readily be used as a ir.icrowave oscillator
for communication purposes over normal "lihe-of-sight" links. This tube
is a particularly rugged tube with lock nuts on the tuning screws, and
silicone rubber caps on the ends where the supply leads are brought in.
This construction produces a high degree of insensitivity to shock,
vibration, humidity, and low pressure. This tube has a freouency range
of from 3.5 kmcs to 10.5 kmcs. Typical operation from the manufacturers
data sheet for this tube is given as:
Resonator Voltage 150 300 350 v
Mode 6 3/4 5 3/4 4 3/4
Frequency 9.3 9.3 9.3 kmcs
Resonator Current 15 42 52 ma
Reflector Voltage -90 -100 -150 v
Power output 12 48 HO mw
Electronic Tuning Range 28 82 60 mc
Modulation Sensitivity 2.5 1.6 1.2 n.c/v
Temperature Coefficient 60 60 60 kc/degree C.
Load VSWR less than 1.1 Id 1.1
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For mode 4 3/A, which communication type operation would probably
reouire, the power to the resonator is seen to be about 18 watts for an
efficiency of about 0.8 percent. For operation above 10 watts input to
the resonator, forced air cooling is required.
Typical data curves for the V-290 are shown in Fig. 17.
Several tubes which are electrical Ly ouite similar to the V-290
are also available for use where operating conditions are less severe.
Some of these types (which c*rry different designating numbers) are
expecially adapted for remote tuning by means of a motor so that access
to the transmitter is not necessary for making adjustments.
These examples demonstrate some of the types of klystrons now avail-
able, and ;ive an idea of the characteristics that may be expected. They
by no means are meant to indicate a limitation on the capabilities of
the reflex klystrons that may be obtained. A wide range of character-
istics different from the examples just given may be obtained either
from present standard production of manufacturing companies, or by
special design and construction contracts v/ith these companies whereby
tubes may be modified or redesigned to meet special requirements. How-
ever, the price of klystrons, even for the standard production tubes,
is many times that of conventional electron tubes of comparable sizes.
From the foregoing then, it is seen that the reflex klystron is
quite capable of serving as the frer-uency generating source, or further
as the power source, for frequency modulated communication systems in
the microwave r- gion. Reflex klystrons tend to be nuite sensitive to
supply voltage variations, and thus require well regulated supplies.





is kept small. They are not efficient, and even for relatively low
output powers, may require auxiliary cooling systems. However, they
are easily modulated, and require a negligible modulating power. Also
the tubes may be made small and rugged. Reflex klystrons are widely
used today in relay and other microwave communication vork, and will





PRE USNCY MODULATION OF k BACKWARD MVE OSCILLATOR
One recent microwave tube development that has aroused the interest
of the industry is the traveling-wave tube. In its basic conception,
this tube is an amplifier, generally quite broad-banded, and capable of
relatively high fain. Its operation, similar to that of the klystron,
depends upon a bunching of the el?ctrcn beam from a* pun system, and the
interaction of the beam with an r.f. field; but unlike the klystron,
bunching and interaction occur either continually or periodically over
an extensive length of beam, a "slew wave" structure being used in ef-
fect, to reduce the phase velocity of the wave to aii'rcximately that of
the electron beam. This traveling-wave amplifier n.ay have the output
coupled back through an external circuit to the input The tube is
then capable of oscillation Provided that the combined internal and
external path sum to a; ijtoj^X >urnber cf wave lengths, and that the
beam current is e-:ual to or greater than a i iven "starting c\:rrent"
The freauency of this oscillator may then be changed by changing the
effective length of either the internal or external path.
Yet another variation of the traveling-wave tube is the backward
wave oscillator" (or backward beam oscillator, depending upon your
point of view). This tube shows considerable promise as a microwave
penerator which, will be easy to frequency-modulate, and especially one
in which the frequency deviation may be made cuite large in order to
<
3
trade bandwidth for an increase in signal-to-noise ratio if so desired.-'
It is this version of the traveling-wave tube, the backward wave os-
cillator, whic:. will be considered here.
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The backward wave oscillator may employ an electron gun assembly
similar to that used in a cathode ray tube, except that the current is
generally many tim^s larger. The beam from this pun travels through an
r.f. structure where interaction between the beam and the fields may take
place. This structure .must be periodic in nature as seen by the electron
beam. After traversing the length of the structure, the remaining elec-
trons are intercepted by a collector electrode. The entire r.f. struc-
ture operates at a positive potential relative to the cathode. The col-
lector is operated at a potential at or near that of the r.f. structure
„
A separate grid between the r.f. structure and the cathode may be used
to control the amount of bean, current.
The r.f. structure may be any on^- of a large number o" designs.
Most of the discussion here will deal with a "bi-filar helix" struc-
ture. However, the "folded waveguide" structure will be used in the
first explanations because of its simplicity.
Consider the folded waveguide structure of Fig. 13. iiere a wave
at "F" in the guide would travel through the guide toward "A" with a
speed near that of light. Its velocity along the axis, such as from
He" to "c" however, would be reduced by a factor erual to the peri-
odicity of the structure divided by the guide length that the wave
travelled. In this way the effective velocity of the wave nay be
reduced to about one-t^nth the speed of light so that the wave moves
at about the same speed as an electron beam, and may interact with it.
Also it will be noted, the field is not continuous down the axis of
the folded structure, but rather, the fiel-'
1 intensity may be higher
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non-existent between "c" and 'H" outside the guide. Thus a plot of the
field down the axis of the structure might he, at a given instant like
that shown in Fig. 19-1, and parte o r an r.f. cycle Liter as shown in
Fir. 19-2 and Fig. 19-3. This field may be analyzed by a complex Fourier
analysis to ^;ive both positive and negative" space harmonics" with phase
constants or^-fof-ZILS where n is zero or a positive or negative integer,
and p is the periodicity of the stricture. The. backward wave oscillator
depend? upon beam interaction with a negative or backward component, and
thence comes it; name.
Vith the b-filar helix r.f. structure to be considered in this anal-
ysis, the action is quite similar to that of the folded waveguide except
that the field periodicity exists only off the axis of the helix. That
is, only the off axis electrons are involved in interaction with the
field, and the farther off the axis and the'nearer to the helix, the
greater is this interaction. A sketch of the bi-filar structure is shown
in Fig. 20. In effect, this structure is a parallel wire transmission
line wound in the form of a solenoid. The units constructed to date at
Virian Associates have been enclosed in glass tubing for support. A
short section of parallel line connects the helix to the waveguide at the
cathode, or output, end of the helix, and a resistive load is used at
the collector end to prevent reflection of forward waves.
Equations may be set up for the effect of the field upon the elec-
tron beam neglecting the interaction of the be*w back on the circuit, and
for the field impressed upon the circuit due to the r.f. components of
current in the beam, neplecting again the back interaction. These equa-
tions may then be solved simultaneously to give the operating conditions.








only the results froir this process which are necessary for frecuency
computations will b<» given here. The results obtained by Heffner^
which are of use to us at this time maj1- be stated in equation form hs:
where L is the helix Is th, for the first negative spatial harmonic
(n equal to -1 in the Fourier analysis). Although oscillation is also
possible with higher negative space harmonics, greater current is re-
quired, and power output is less. Only the first backward component
will be considered here.
Beam interaction with the wave may be considered physically as
follows: Consider the actual primary wave as traveling down the helix
toward the cathode. The working electrons will cross between wires of
the helix against an average retarding field. Those electrons which
experience a greater retarding field will be slowed down r.ore, while
those experiencing a lesser retarding field will be slowed down lit-
tle. Also those electrons ivhich experience an accelerating field will
be speeded up. The net result is that the electrons tend to bunch
These bunches, then, in normal operation will, on the average, be be-
tween the. wires in a region of strong field during the time that a
retarding field exists between the wires, and will be beside the wires
in a region of weak field, when an accelerating field exists between
the wires. Thus the bunches move in syncronisrr. with the wave, riving
up energy during or.^> retard] 1" cycle, being shielded by the wires
during the following accelerating half cycle, and then moving between
the next two wires during the next retarding half cycle. The result
is then much the same as with a stroboscope which, under proper timing
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conditions, makes the rotating disk appear to go slowly in a direction
opposite to its actual rotation. It is this syncronization action which,
when analyzed by the Fourier series method, produces the effect called
spatial harmonics, or in this case, the first negative space harmonic.
Again turning to the equationAj-^V z^flpfor the purpose of deter-
mining the frecuency as a function of the beam, or helix-cathode poten-
tial, VQ , it is advantageous to note that/^L andAL >re both quite large









thus giving jl. . v
fJW* t U J
a form which is often valuable for analysis itself. However here
we want an explicit expression for frequency, so write
'
__£__ _Z_ 2 TTfc<~
and finally "* . '
where d' is the dielectric loading factor and c is the speed of Light,
Uh

The dielectric loading factor, d', is the necessary modifying factor
for the velocity of the wave due to the presence of a dielectric material
near the helix. In the case of the tape helix model generally employed
to obtain an approximate solution of the fields for round wire helises,
and provided that the helix is enclosed in a gliss tube (as is the case
in the tubes being considered here) the helix is taken as an infinitely
thin, perfectly conducting, tape with glass on one side and vacuum on
the other side. Because of the presence of the ^lass, the wave does not
travel as fast as it would if the helix were entirely in free space. This
factor has been dealt with in a general way by Tien Another method for
obtaining this factor, less elegant but also considerably less involved,
and which has given reasonably good results in practice, is that method
used by Dr. Villiam Beaver of Varian associates. This method considers
the media on the vacuum side of the helix and the dielectric side of the
helix to act as two capacitances in parallel. The velocity, v^, is pro-
portional to 1/ yLC where C is approximately C ( If*. ), and where C is
the capacitance of the vacuum side only and £ • is the relative permit-
tivity of the dielectric. From this, then, it is seen that the velocity
is reduced by the factor y-^L- which is herein designated d'. For cold
glass, ^i 5.1. Then for a helix enclosed in a glass tube
Returning again to the frequency equation, let us obtain the equation
for modulation sensitivity, S rj-„ This may be done by noting that
a













Further, to obtain the second derivative of f v:ith respect to V
,
or
£%, L k'vtsz. ~^y^^r-^
I p we nov: let V be made up of a D.C. voltage, V£, and a super-
iniosed :..C« voltage vivr sinaLtj and then, as was done in the klystron
analysis, expand f as a Taylor series function of V about v we obtain
*&'->*$ = fa) i retold * T-f'Hlj f '
'
which upon substitution of equivalent Quantities becomes
2 . a
but sinaLt-l - ;cos 2&i.t so that
^/^^-^/j-^^^l/^i^-^i-^'igk^^.
Then the second harmonic distortion is
n r&_p ^




Thus, for example if V^ =1000 volts for the VA-130 tube, the center
freruency would be about 10,270 mcs., and if vm wer^ about 50 volts, the
deviation would be about 90 mcs. an.d the second harmonic distortion would
be about 2.5 . This appears to be <-uite good for such a l^.rge deviation
corpared to presently used generators of other tyoes.
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No further theoretical figures will be given at this time, however,
theoretical curves baeed upon the equation developed above will be con-
sidered along with the experimental data available on the tubegto be
discussed.
As was stated before, backward wave oscillator? are relatively new
devices. For the most part, these tubes are in the developmental stage,
and none are known to be commercially available at this time. The two
tubes to be discussed in particular in this paper are research tubes
built by the Research and Development Section of Varian Associates for
the purpose of furthering their knowledge concerning such tubes „ Only
one copy of each type was produced, and it is not expected that they
will be duplicated in their present form Also, because these tubes
are research tubes, no particular attempt was made to design charac-
teristics into them that would be desirable in frequency modulated
microwave oscillators for communication purposes. Further, and for
the same reason given above, the circuitry necessary to operate these
tubes is not considered satisfactory for such operation. An example
of this incompatibility is the large, high-power D.C. coil into which
the tube is placed, and which is necessary to keep the electron beam
focused during its travel down the helix. These undesirable features
can be expected to be reduced in number and magnitude of effect, or
to be eliminated entirely as the tube is developed, and as the system
in which the tube might operate is engineered.
Even though these tubes are relatively new, and in spite of their
not being designed as frequency modulated sources, a consideration of
their operation and a comparison with theoretical data will serve
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nicely as a basis upon which to judge the possibilities of the backward
wave oscillator in communication type systems. There ire two such tubes
to be considered. They are the VA-130, designed for a center freouency
f
of 10 kmcs., and the VA-131, designed for a center frequency of 15 krr.ce.
The VA-130, serial number 1, had an r.'". structure in the form of
a bi-filar helix of .00? inch platinum clad wire enclosed in a glass
tube. The helix internal diameter was .031 inches, which gave it a
pitch diameter of .038 inches. The structure was 3.9 inches in total
length, and each wire made 23 turns per inch. As stated before, the
center frecuency was designed to be 10 kmcs. Although this tube was
evidently damaged in manufacture (inspection after disassembly disclosed
that the glass had been broken near the cathode end, and that the rest
of the helix was slightly offset), the tube operated reasonably well
As far as its frecuency vs beam potential characteristics were con-
cerned, they appeared to be extremely good in that output was obtained
continuously as a function of the beam potential from about 7 kmcs to
about 12 kmcs. Also, the measured characteristics followed very close
to the theoretical calculations as shown for a portion of the tube's
range in Fig. 21. Fig. 22 shows some of the characteristics of the
tube when operated under pulsed conditions (which was done in order to
keep the current, and thus the heating, down in this experimental tube) c
It will be noted that the frecuency vs beam potential curve is shifted
somewhat from that shown in Fig. 21, One major factor for this is the
additional beam loading due to the beam current being g-eater in the
case of Fig. 22. Theoretical curves showing the modulation sensi-
tivity and second harmonic distortion as functions of beam voltage are
shown in Fip. 23.
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The VA-181, serial number 1, is quite similar to the VA-180 as far
as the r.f. structure is concerned. Again the bi-filar helix of .007
inch platinum clad wire enclosed in a glass tube is used. The helix
internal diameter is .052 inches, which gives a pitch diameter of .059
inches. The lead is .0278 inches, or in other words, each wire makes
36 turns per inch. The design center frequency is 15 kmcs
Again, as far as the frequency dependence upon the beam potential
is concerned, the tube operated quite satisfactorily. Fig. 2k demon-
strates both the relatively good linearity (over a range of a few hun-
dred megacycles or less) and the small departure from the theoretical
curve. Fig. 25 shows an extension of the theoretical curve over a range
greater than the design frequency range so that the nature of the tuning
curve may be seen more easily. Fig. 26 shows the theoretical curves for
modulation sensitivity and second harmonic distortion as a function of
the beam voltage for the VA-181.
From the foregoing, it may be seen that backward wave oscillators,
both from a theoretical consideration and from the ex' erimentil data,
have very desirable frequency modulation characteristics with the pos-
sibility of giving considerably higher deviation with reasonably low
distortion than can be obtained from other sources at the present time.
Then too, although some modulating power is required, generally this
power is small compared to the D.C. power of the beam. Further, al-
though the power output varies considerably over the entire range
that a backward wave oscillator may operate, (see Fig. 27 for V.-.-lol)
the amount of variation will probably be reduced considerably as bet-
ter coupling circuits are designed; and even with the present tubes,
52
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the variation in power output over a range of a few hundred nege cycles
can be mad-? quite: small (s^e Fig. 23 for V..-131) so that amplitude mod-
ulation may be expected to be quite low in a completed system. In the
way of disadvantages of the backward wave oscillator, it, like the kly-
stron and similar tubes, is quite frequency-sensitive to chances of sur^-
ply potentials so that well regulated supplies ire necessary. Also,
and unless permanent magnet focusing or electrostatic foci sing of the
electron beam is satisfactorily developed, the tube will require a large
high-powered ceil to prevent excessive interception of the electron beam
by the helix or other r,f. structure, Th° efficiency of the backward
wave oscillator is also '"uite low, being of the order of 1 percent or
less both theoretically and actually. This figure, however, might be
somewhat higher in a high powered oscillator if such can be built.
The success of future developments will really be the determining fac-
tor in the practicability of the backward wave oscillator as a frequency




REACTANCE TUBE FREQUENCY MODULATION
The rrost direct approach to the problem of producing a frequency-
modulated microwave signal for conirunication purposes is to use the con-
ventional or "negative grid' 1 type tube, 'bile it is not feasable to so
modulate an oscillator of the conventional tube type operating in the
kilomegacycle region, it is possible to modulate at a lower frequency
and then multiply up by means of class c amplifiers to the lower kilo-
megacycle frequencies. The method of frequency modulating an oscillator
by means of a reactance tube is well known, and is covered in most elec-
tronics textbooks,. However, it will be reviewed here for completeness,
and for comparison with the other devices for obtaining frequency nodu-
lated microwave sijmals. It should be stated here near the beginning
of the chapter that this method of obtaining frequency modulation has
not met with extensive use in the microwave frequency range. This lack
of interest is probably the result of the difficulties encountered in
multiplying up from an oscillator frequency, where reactance tube modu-
lation is relatively easy to obtain, to an output frequency in the kilo-
megacycle range.
There are a large number of circuit arrangements for reactance tube
modulation of an oscillator. The basic purpose, however, is to cause a
tube to rppear as either a capacitance or an inductance across the tuned
circuit of the oscillator, and then to vary this effective capacitance
or inductance by varying the grid voltage of the reactance tube with the
modulating intelligence. In the most simple type of reactance tube circuits
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there is little difference between that arrangement used to obtain an
effective capacitance and that used to obtain an effective inductance
.
The analysis problerr, cm be considered in very similar manners. There-
fore only that circuitry which simulates a capacitance will be considered
here. The method employed by Seeley will, in general, be followed.
Referring to Fig. 29 and Fig. 30, it will be noted that the current
throuph the series circuit of C and R is
and that £" - /f J"c and
The total current to the reactance tube modulator is
or
which may be represented by the circuit shown in Fir. 31.
!bw by proper selection of the reactance tube and the components,
I . /
^7* *9* u>tAz -n be made small compared to r and f\ -j cOc- » Further, if
~jT7, is large compared to 1,
V/~ • —
4
/ — J OmOJCft
and the tube acts very nearly as a pure caj acitar.ee equal to gmCR.
Further, by changing the gm of the tube, the v-'lue of this effective
capacitance car. be chs . The gn of a tube may be varied by varying
the grid voltage. This variation may be quite linear over an extended
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A curve for the 6SK7 is shown in Fig. 32. Over the linear range, the
transconductance may be expressed as
where g^ and Ec are the intercepts shown on Fig. 32 and e c is the instan-
taneous grid potential.
The oscillator tuned circuit may now be represented as shown in
Fig. 33. The frequency may then be expressed as
/
The modulation sensitivity
dec +7r£c £uc*t$.LoKCi2±!jj^£f*L- Ec.
and the second derivative with respect to e c is
Now in a manner similar to that used in the klystron and backward
wave oscillator chapters, we again express the frequency as a Taylor ex-




Then again as s'n^CO^t r ^'~-Jk c^ ^Ui^t}
rs ~ 3l!*<?oL<> JtC fflK*D& T?i "
The expression for frequency and rrodulation sensitivity given above
are for the basic oscillator and must be multiplied by the integer, n,
equal to the multiplication used to raise the signal fror the oscillator
frequency to the output frequency. The second harmonic distortion
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expression is applicable as it ia given Fig. 3L shows curves of the
frequency, modulation sensitivity, and second harmonic distortion for
a hypothetical condition involving a reactance tube modulator.
As stated before, this system for obtaining frequency modulated
signals at microwave frer:encies does not appear to have been used to
any extent. Therefore no information as to the advantages and disad-
vantages of this system, or any examples of performance are available.
However, the normal difficulties encountered in operating negative prid
tubes at ki Iomegacycle frecuencies, even when planer tubes such as the
liphthouse type are used, will be present here. The large amount of
multiplication needed to obtain an output freouency sufficiently high,
together with the low multiplication that can be obtained per stage, and
the complexity of the circuitry of each stage, undoubtedly cor Kine to
make the operation of this kind of system impractical in view of the









It has not been the purpose of this paper to draw any fine compari-
sons between and among the various devices md methods considered beyond
the short list of the more pronounced abilities and disabilities list
at the end of each chapter. T^ expression? showing the frequency, the
modulation sensitivity, and the distortion :.s functions of the modulating
parameter, and the various curves of these cuantities are presented for
any comparison that might be desired. At present there is no great cc
petition among these devices as each seems to cover a different need.
~ome competition might exist in the future between th £ - klystron nd t
backward wave oscillator, but even here, because of the added complexity
of the backward wave oscilla or, the two will probably be used in dif-
ferent realms with the less expensive klystron being used where the
deviations are not necessary, and the backward wave oscillator being u
where advantage can be made of its ability to give 1-rge deviations.
Any of the devices or methods considered Ln this paper, bee u : < o"
ir dependence upon some pars iter that makes frequency modulation pos-
sible, are subject to instability of their center frequency. However they
are also relatively easy to stabilize by means of automatic free* ency
control v/here the control signal may be introduced along with the normal
modulating signal. This automatic frequency control would, of course, be
possible even though frequency modulation was not being used, and the de-
vice may be desirable for this feature alone. The information presented
here could be used, in part, for the design of circuitry -"or this use.
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Also the output from any of the devices herein considered, if not
of sufficient power in itself, may be amplified by the various methods
available. Of most interest at present are the klystron amplifier and
the traveling-v;ave tube. The traveling-wave tube is generally a bread
band tube and could accomodate the output from any of these devices when
designed to do so. The klystron is, however, a narrow band tube, so that
the deviation would have to be small enough in order that all necessary
frequency components would be passed by the klystron amplifier without
extensive amplitude modulation. On the other hand, the klystron is
presently capable of a much greater power output than is the traveling-
wave tube
This paper has taken the systems which are presently operational
and has investigated their modulation characteristics, using first order
theory e '.here information of an experimental nature was available, or
could be taken, such was done, and it demonstrated that in these c-ises,
the first order theory gave reasonably good results. Also these examples
demonstrated some of the capabilities of the devices at the present stage
of their development. It is hoped that the equations reproduced or devel-
oped here may be of some use to the person who has the job of selecting
a generator for employment in a frequency modulated system in the micro-
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